Council on Student Affairs
Meeting Agenda
May 24th, 2011

Attendees: Bryan Ashton, Ashley Sinram, Megan Couling, Mark Brahm, Brandon Edwards, Vijay Gadepally, Alyssa Chen, Niraj Antani (sitting in for Andrew Mikac), Allen Cochran, Jeff Pelletier, Michael Layish, Doug Koyle, Andrea Goldblum, Shirley Tan, Kierra Hill, Kellie Uhrig, Tracy Stuck, Frank Bodi (sitting in for Emily DeDonato), Dr. Matthew Stolzfus, Kenyatta Beasely, Dr. James Mulick, Joey Clark, Dr. Javaune Adams-Gaston, Dr. Thelma Patrick

Welcome

Approval of the Minutes
4/12/2011-Approved
4/26/2011-Approved

Subcommittee Updates
  • Student Life
  • Subcommittee A
  • Subcommittee B
  • Allocations
  • Chair
  • URSC
  • OUC

Old Business
  • Code of Student Conduct Review Process
  Discussion on 3335-23-04(I)

Changes to document:
3335-23-09(B) Postponement
  • Niraj moves to add “…or as soon as possible thereafter in the event of an unforeseeable emergency” to the end of the sentence. **Michael Layish has correct wording.**
  • Brandon Edwards second
  • Motion carries
3335-23-18(A)(1)
  • In 4th line, it says “gfounds” instead of “grounds”
• Brandon Edwards moved to reinstate B2
• Mark Brahm seconds
• Motion fails-Maintaining the strike

3335-23-18(B)(4)
• Vijay Gadepally moves to change language to “Discovery of substantial new evidence that was unavailable at the time of the hearing, and which reasonably could have affected the decision of the hearing body; or”
• Brandon Edwards seconds
• Motion carries

3335-23-18(C)(2)
• Remove “vice president’s” prior to “designee” to maintain consistency throughout document

3335-23-18(E)(2)
• Change vacat to “vacate”

3335-23-18(E)(3)
• Brandon Edwards moves to change language to “Modify or reduce the sanction(s); or in cases involving charges relating to sexual harassment as defined in applicable university policy, enhance the sanction”
• Seconded
• Motion carries

Brandon Edwards sitting in for Mark Brahm moves to approve document as a whole
Niraj Antani sitting in for Andrew Mikac seconds
Motion carries
Will be sent to President and Provost office

New Business
• Operating Procedures Review
  - Voting on the changes next week
  - Review the changes and bring questions next week
• Signature Events Discussion

Announcements
• Next Full Council Meeting: 5/31 (OUAB, Rec Sports, URSC, Chair Elections)

Adjournment